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Bilevel Memory model with Knowledge Projection 
(BMKP)

◼ Working memory responsible for new knowledge 
learning, to ensure high plasticity.

◼ Long-term memory in charge of storing learned 
knowledge, to guarantee high stability.

◼ Knowledge projection, project model knowledge 
of working memory into the compact 
representation, and then stored into long-term 
memory, to achieve high memory efficiency.



Introduction

◼ Incremental learning

◼ Conventional memory-based IL method vs. Multi-level human memory 
system

Method

◼ Bilevel memory framework

◼ Knowledge spaces

◼ Incremental learning process of BMKP

Experiment

Conclusion



Incremental learning

◼ The ability to continuously learn new knowledge while keeping the 
memory of the old knowledge.





Bilevel Memory model with Knowledge Projection 
(BMKP)

◼ Working memory responsible for new knowledge 
learning, to ensure high plasticity.

◼ Long-term memory in charge of storing learned 
knowledge, to guarantee high stability.

◼ Knowledge projection, project model knowledge of 
working memory into the compact representation, 
and then stored into long-term memory, to achieve 
high memory efficiency.



Knowledge: the ability to transfer a given input to the expected output.

Parameter Knowledge Space (PKS)

◼ The Space where the knowledge is represented as the trained parameters.

Core Knowledge Space (CKS)

◼ in which the knowledge can be organized in a quite compact form without loss of 
performance.





◼ Following the principle of minimum energy consumption, BMKP encourages the 
working memory to learn new knowledge with respect to the pattern basis B:

Where                         denotes the orthogonal projection of        into CKS.

◼ The overall loss for task t learning is:



◼ We first extend CKS with new pattern basis:

◼ Then project knowledge into CKS:



◼ The knowledge projection may not be perfect since some minor basis are 
dropped through threshold selection, We introduce a recall mechanism:









1. Inspired by the multi-level human memory system, we propose a 
bilevel-memory framework for incremental learning, which benefits 
from both high plasticity and stability. 

2. We propose a knowledge projection process to project knowledge 
from PKS into compact representation in CKS, which not only 
improves memory utilization efficiency but also enables forward 
knowledge transfer for incremental learning.

3. We design a regularizer to encourage the working memory to reuse 
previously learned knowledge, which enhances both the memory 
efficiency and the performance of BMKP.

4. The experimental results show that BMKP achieves state-of-the-art 
performance in most cases with lower memory usage.
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Decoupling Learning and Remembering: 

a Bilevel Memory Framework with Knowledge 

Projection for Task-Incremental Learning

The code is available at 

https://github.com/SunWenJu123/BMKP

Contact: 

SunWenJu@bjtu.edu.cn


